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Intelligence and intuition





E N G I N E E R I N G 
G O N E  E L E G A N T
Fine engineering is what made our mark on the world. Engineering 

keeps Ocean Alexander high on every list for performance, longevity 

and market value. It’s why captains and crews love us. It’s why owners 

choose us more than once. 

Buying a yacht demands investigation, intelligence and a rigorous set 

of standards. But we know there’s more. The right boat will work its way 

into your psyche and into your dreams.  

So question the 85. Look into every aspect of her engineering, all 

four of her staterooms and her impressive crew quarters. Charge your 

captain to do a thorough checkout. The 85 invites all that and more. 

And when you’re done, you’ll �nd she’s stolen your heart. 





O P E N
Just outside the aft double doors is the reason everyone loves a yacht: the world looks 

brand new when you’ve escaped to the water. The Ocean Alexander 85 helps you take full 

advantage of it.



The aft deck can handle a busy family, including dogs and kids, with custom safety gates 

to keep them from accidentally entering the transom. Eight can enjoy dinner outside, 

and the built-in wet bar makes it a spot to feature when you’re entertaining. The 85 can 

accommodate about 50 party guests, charming them with its big views from the salon 

and every deck.





S M A R T
What you see is a stunning salon with custom furnishings, 

but look closer. We’ve obsessed over every detail. 

The cabinetry isn’t merely lustrous and beautiful. Each 

cabinet latch is meticulously engineered to last for years 

of constant use, even accounting for rough weather, when 

contents may strain against cabinet doors. 

We’ve built in hidden spaces for storage, including pullout 

drawers that look like part of the sofa. A large hidden TV 

folds down on command from within a cabinet in the ceiling. 

Our engineers designed an innovative solution to bring you 

the huge, unobstructed views you see here. Using marine-

grade aluminum beams, they’ve eliminated unnecessary 

window framing. For times when you’d prefer privacy, 

electric shades will cover these massive windows within 

seconds — the window you choose or all of them at once.



W E L C O M I N G
Your dinner parties have just become 

legendary. The 85’s custom dining table 

seats eight easily. Your chef can style it as the 

ultimate canvas for a spectacular bu�et or an 

intimate gathering for close friends. 

The cabinetry surrounding the dining table 

holds another advantage: custom-�tted 

compartments that keep each piece of china, 

stemware and silverware securely nested to 

protect against breakage and sound when the 

boat is underway.
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P E R S O N A L
A beautifully lit day head gives your guests a 

little escape from the action should they need 

it. It gleams with glossy exotic woods and 

sparkling stone because we’ve used the same 

exquisite materials here that we lavish on the 

85’s master head.
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C O O L
If you love the warm waters, the 85 is outfitted to keep your 

environment chill. We use a state-of-the-art Dometic® air conditioning 

system because it’s rated for extreme tropical climates. Your crew can 

reverse this tough-duty system to operate equally well in places where 

the water is around 40 degrees. 

Cooling may be a must, but your guests don’t need to notice it. Ocean 

Alexander hides ducting from view with custom-made ceiling panels. 

The way we design this cool-air delivery actually improves the system’s 

efficiency, shortening cool-down time by about 20 percent. 



P R E PA R E D
We’ve outfitted this galley with highly capable equipment 

and technology, but still retained an abundance of long 

countertop space and a fully open feel. 

The superior-quality appliances are full-size to 

accommodate the work of a serious chef. There’s plenty of 

refrigerator/freezer space, a microwave/convection oven 

and an induction cooktop (we include the appropriate 

cookware). There’s also a full-size dishwasher.

Every cabinet includes a locking latch to protect supplies 

and equipment while underway.





E Q U I P P E D
Twin leather helm chairs and a new pod-concept dash mark the 85’s command post, but there’s more to appreciate 

here. Ocean Alexander includes a rich Garmin® navigation package as standard, so your boat is ready to go from day 

one. Garmin’s Autopilot, a Blackbox sounder, and AIS with NMEA GPS are already in place. 



Your command post can actually move almost anywhere on the boat because we include an iPad® loaded with the 

Garmin navigational app. The same tablet can handle remote activation, monitoring and control of both AC and DC 

power through the Octoplex® system.
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D E TA I L E D
Ocean Alexander is proud of its reputation for exotic woods and master-level stainless-steel 

craftsmanship throughout all our boats. 

Teak still has its place on our aft deck for its unparalleled weather resistance and beauty. We 

insist on sun- and weather-resistant fabrics that retain the look and feel of luxury. 

Everywhere you look, you’ll notice the details of our stainless-steel workmanship. Elaborate 

and careful forming and curving are the result of decades of master metalworking.  
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C O M F O RTA B L E
All yachts feel luxurious sitting quietly at anchor. Ocean Alexander puts a 

priority on keeping your guests at ease when the 85 is running full out.

Over decades we’ve developed proprietary approaches to preserving the 

quiet and comfort on our yachts. We build in multiple insulation barriers. 

We use absorptive and dampening materials. We plan for strategic air 

pockets, �exible mounts and isolation mounts. The result is vibration/

sound levels that lead the industry and measure dramatically less than 

ISO requirements specify. In certain areas, our noise levels are 90% quieter 

than industry standards.



R E A D Y
The moment you take delivery of your 85, it’s ready 

to go out. Her fuel tanks will be full. Ocean Alexander 

believes an excellent build should include a turnkey 

delivery, right down to an emergency medical kit, 

china, crystal, cooking equipment, and two sets of 

bed linens for each bed.

We also include chocks, fenders, lines, �ares, �re 

extinguishers, a life raft and more. There’s a collection 

of spare parts for common needs, like breaker 

switches, wiper blades and Vimar outlets. 







S E C L U D E D
The 85’s full-beam master rivals owners’ quarters on much larger yachts. Big frameless 

windows keep this suite filled with light during the day, and electronically controlled 

screens keep it private at night. 

Ocean Alexander pours its talent for fine amenities into this space, and there’s some 

imaginative flexibility in how you can order your private stateroom to look. We offer 

the choice of a built-in settee, a chest of drawers, or a custom-fitted lit vanity for your 

consideration. 

We’ve helped you plan for longer stays on board with roomy closets. Inside, you’ll find 

chests of backlit drawers, cedar lining, and full-length hanging rods and dressing mirrors.



S PA R K L I N G
Ocean Alexander commissions a proprietary glass for the shower in the master his-and-

hers head because we insist on superior transparency and light re�ection. We’ve made 

sure this beautiful room feels open and airy by replacing traditional port lights with 

bigger, clearer windows and larger-than-standard mirrors. The mirror backlights feature 

dimmers for extra control. 

Inside the shower, one textured solid slab of marble forms the �oor, leaving no cracks for 

water intrusion. It’s almost imperceptibly tipped to encourage excellent drainage.





S PA C I O U S
Evan Marshall designed this guest space to feel large and welcoming. Oversize wall niches give the VIP stateroom more visual 

space, and we’ve built in an enormous amount of storage, including four huge drawers under the queen-size berth. Just as in 

the master stateroom, we include beautifully matched exotic woods, a lavish en-suite head with custom �nishes, and a large 

cedar-lined hanging locker. 





P O L I S H E D
Between the master and VIP suites, along a marble-�oored passage, are the 85’s guest staterooms: one queen and one 

�tted with twin berths. Each has its own en-suite head with a generous shower and well-lit mirrors.  





P R A C T I C A L
The crew’s galley, lounge and private captain’s quarters on the 85 are �nished with the same luxury woods and stone we use 

elsewhere on the boat. 

The captain has a private double berth, a desk, a cedar-lined locker and his own television. The crew shares a microwave, 

sink, refrigerator and seating area in the galley as well as a spacious shower and full head. These quarters can accommodate 

a crew of three with a fold-down bunk stowed in the workroom.

A big stainless-steel worktable makes maintenance chores much easier, and beneath it is a full-size tool cabinet.   







M E T I C U L O U S
We believe there’s no shortcut when it comes to craftsmanship. You can see that in evidence everywhere on the 85. 

Our factory’s skill with stainless steel is becoming legendary. Our artisans have mastered daunting techniques to produce 

our signature elliptical handrails. Our designers incorporated our handrails and cleats into a single attractive structure. 

We’ve created rails that withstand signi�cant weight on the swim step, but they’re light enough to pull up easily when you 

want to remove them.

We’ve taken care with surfaces and �nishes so you have a boat as friendly to Saturday-morning bare feet as it is to formal 

cocktail hour.





S U N  O R  S H A D E
Stretch out and enjoy the sun whenever you want on the 85. We’ve put sunpads in 

all the best spots: the flybridge and forward of the command post. When you’re done 

with sun, you can stay right where you are. It’s quick to set up a shady Ferrari mesh sun 

canopy right overhead.   





S O A R I N G
The 85’s �ybridge is built for a party, but there’s more to this 

upper deck than beautiful design. We’ve planned for the practical 

so it never intrudes on your magni�cent view or space at the bar.

We’ve adapted hidden spaces for useful things, like storage for 

your fenders, furnishing covers and sun canopy. This �ybridge 

gives you a full wet bar with an icemaker and wine refrigerator, 

as well as a custom-made electric grill built with 316-grade 

polished stainless steel for increased durability in harsh marine 

environments. 

A drop-down television and built-in air conditioning (should 

you choose to enclose this space) keep your guests comfortable. 

The command post here is fully outfitted, too. Three 

electronically controlled Stidd® helm chairs sit before a loaded 

instrumentation pod. 



C O M P L E T E LY  T Y P E  A
The engine room may be where our engineering obsession is 

most obvious. We go by military standards wherever possible, and 

we build our engine rooms to extremely high standards. These 

twin engines, for example, will stubbornly retain their alignment, 

because Ocean Alexander’s building standards specify high 

torsional-rigidity for these engine mounts. Our gensets have top-

quality vibration dampeners and sound shields. 

The smaller details are exquisite, too. We label exhaustively, 

and our fastidious system for routing plumbing and wiring is 

intuitively easy to follow. We know which systems need routine 

attention, and we’ve placed them so they’re easy to access.





L O N G - R U N N I N G
You will have enjoyed your 85 for years before you’ve 

discovered every one of its advantages. For example: 

scuppers with our logo on them collect all wash and rain 

water and route it out water-level drains to eliminate dark 

trails on your white hull.

Harder-to-see details like that one are as much a part of 

our design DNA as the beautifully joined exotic woods and 

gleaming stainless steel we showcase all over the boat. 

By the time you discover a fraction of what the 85 o�ers, 

you’ll already know that no other boat her size can possibly 

please you as much as this one.   
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D E C K  P L A N S 

U P P E R  D E C K  F LY B R I D G E

U P P E R  D E C K  S K Y L O U N G E



D E C K  P L A N S 

L O W E R  D E C K

M A I N  D E C K





8 5  M O T O R Y A C H T
S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

Length     overall.....................................................................................85’ 9.125” (26.14 M)

Waterline length....................................................................72’ 4.625” (22.06 M)

Maximum beam...............................................................................20’ 1” (6.12 M)

Draft...................................................................................5’  4”–5’ 11” (1.63–1.80 M)

Powered by.......................................................Twin CAT® C32 ACERT™ 1600HP

Generators..................................................................................Twin Onan® 29kW

Fuel capacity............................................................................2,500 gal. (9,464 L)

Water capacity............................................................................350 gal. (1,325 L)

Holding tank capacity....................................................................200 gal. (757 L)

Displacement (approximate).....................................167,551 lbs. (76,000 KG)
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